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The color code can be located in the driver side door jamb. Click here for a Kia paint code
location chart and paint code images examples. Fast easy and not expensive. I ordered touch
paint and when it arrived I sprayed it on touch up card and realized it was wrong color. I
contacted the company via phone. The customer service representative was very friendly and
provided me with steps to get paint replaced. It submitted what was requested and new can of
paint was in mail same day. I have purchased this paint for three different vehicles. My
daughters Rio had paint peeling from the door handle bezel. The paint was a perfect match and
has held up great. It needed some touch up along the molding and around the tires for some
light abrasions and small chips. The quote from a national paint company in town was over 1,
Reasonable price for perfection. I highly recommend these folks. Enter your year, make, and
model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for your Kia Rio.
Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle model?
Did you choose the wrong model? If you're still not sure, take a look at our All Kia Models page.
Or, just go to our page dedicated to Kia Touch Up Paint. Share your touch up story Clear White.
Clear Silver Metallic. Deep Ocean Blue Metallic. Midnight Black Metallic. Black Cherry Metallic.
Platinum Graphite Metallic. Twilight Blue Metallic. Signal Red Metallic. BF1, WGM. Sapphire Blue
Metallic. Formal Deep Blue Pearl. Russian Blue Metallic. Chestnut Pearl. Emerald Green Metallic.
Caramel Yellow Pearl. Electronic Blue Pearl. Silverstone Beige Pearl. Titanium Silver Metallic.
Cashmere Beige Metallic. Smart Blue Metallic. Phantom Black Pearl. Sunset Orange Metallic.
Tropical Red Metallic. White Crystal. Sleek Silver Metallic. Carbon Gray Metallic. Garnet Red
Pearl. Chrome Yellow. Stone Beige Metallic. Cocktail Orange Metallic. Champagne Metallic.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Kia Sorento owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. This was pretty expensive". Not relat? Was the right front ball joint. Kia
acknowledges the problem and has redesigned the connection and recommend that it be
replaced, but not as a recall item. Kia had paid for only one under warranty and I had to
subsequently replace the second strut shortly after the warranty ran out even though it had
been 'sweating ' prior". This was to be expected. I was told they were both leaking but only the
right one was bad enough to replace under warranty. The dealer worked with me to replace the
left one at cost of part". Causing a noise as wheels turned loading spring until bearing
released". It was getting to where the care would bounce going over moderate bumps in the
road. I had read that this model was prone to strut problems. All the liquid inside of it is gone.
So it sort still works but needs to be replaced,". I was able to drive the vehicle to a mechanic.
The Kia dealer wanted an exorbitant amount to replace them. We had a private mechanic
replace the struts for about half of what the dealer estimated. No problems since then. Bump or
mark on the road you would feel". Given low mileage and regular driving habits, this should not
have occurred. I was advised that no. Alignment was required. Six months later tires needed
replacement due to severe uneven wear. Fortunately, the warranty was still in force and the cost
was zero for me". Alignment twice. New Tires have shimmy at 65 HPH. When I start the motor
there is a tapping sound that sounds like no oil in the motor! I've been an auto mechanic for
over 50 years - It lasts about 30 seconds. Dealer made a repair but it only worked for less than a
thousand miles. Since I have such low milage I'm afarid the motor is going to have to be
replaced after warentee runs out Also the back seats lock and it's been fix by the dealer but I
sti". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. It is now very difficult to view the image at any time of the day or night". Been like
this since I purchased it. Lots of other people in forums reporting same issue. Dealer has not
been helpful". Dealer replaced the camera under warranty and it's now perfect again". I was told
a new camera would need to be installed. I had to design a shield in order to see the display".
Had to be replaced by dealer". Examples would the radio would not work, blank navigation
screen, heater stopped working, all these things seemingly resolve by turning the vehicle
ignition off. On restart, they resolve only to happen intermittently again but over many months
before happening randomly. Kia service could not find problems after exhaustive service. I just
live with it now and deal with it every time it occurs. Will not communicate". Had to have it
repaired". Dealer can not come up with a solution". CD player wouldn't work and Bluetooth

wouldn't work. Had to replace. I had extended warranty so I paid deductible". Dealer replaced a
circuit under warranty and it works perfectly again". Sometimes it just turns on by itself.
Researching the problem it is either a bad control or circuit board connection - both mean it
needs a replacement. It was on but did not send a video signal to the screen". We don't really
listen to music at a loud volume but it makes anything with bass just absolutely intolerable.
We've yet to take it in to get it fixed, but it is very annoying to say the least. Terrible quality.
Sound is not good". It works properly some of the time but most of the time it doesn't". Took it
into dealership, they said they fixed it, but only worked a few days. Still does not work.
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Fresh battery, fuses were okay. Sometimes it would work, sometimes it wouldn't. It
seemed to be an electrical short somewhere throughout the vehicle. We took it into the dealer
and they did the same thing we did but after that it worked. They didn't charge us but they also
couldn't tell us what the problem was. It's been fixed for a few months now, hopefully the
problem will not return. Dome light would not go off many years again and then headlight
electrical causing taillight electrical issues in the past year. I was told by one dealership it was a
common issue with this car. We have replaced the entire headlight once already since and now
we have to replace it again". They were not as good as the original bulbs". Headlights are not
readily accessible requiring service". Easy fix". In the left light went out and they said it was a
bulb again. Then the bulb went out again and I was having a problem with the dealership's
repair. I called the Kia office in California and claimed that the dealership was right. Months later
I received a letter in the mail from Kia headquarter that there was a recall and a problem with the
headlights was discovered and would be replaced with no cost to the owner. I had continued to
drive my car and at night I would turn on my bright lights and all the other lights. With the notice
I went back to the dealership where I had bought my car and where I had always taken for
repairs. They were frustrated with me and told me it would take five days to fix the lights. It was
obvious they were getting back at me because I had called corporate headquarters on them. So,
I called another dealership and they gave me an appointment for the next day. I went there and
within approximately one and one-half hours my car had been fixed and of course with no
charge since this was a manufactory recall. Took me 5 times to dealership to get some light
fixed several years ago. Recently, head light went out, and was told entire fixture needed
replaced, that it was an issue with the car. Replaced it. Caused tailight to malfunction. Replaced
both headlight fixtures and had wiring to tailight fixed. All lights were working but the left turn
signal was blinking fast, it turned out to be the socket in the headlight". If I remove the bulb and
reinstall it, it will work once, and then not again". The electronic locks where finally replaced on
the car this past Fall after dealing with issue with them since purchasing the car 6 years ago.
Now, the rear lift gate does not lock and will open even if the doors are locked but the panic
alarm will go off. The key fobs were supposed to be replaced but at the last second, Kia denied
their replacement and wanted to charge us full price for a warranty item". Thankfully, there is a
way to override, but it's inconvenient". Not yet fixed. It was a part of the keyless entry system
that failed with the electronic keyless locks. When the locks failed to work by key fob, the car
would not start and had t be towed to the dealership to be repaired. If you were to use the
manual key lock on the driver's side door, the panic alarm would go off and disable the car. The
manual key lock on this vehicle is absolutely useless and cannot be used at any tim". I have
taken the vehicle in and the repair service said tires were fine. Stopped and checked tire
pressure and all four tires had an appropriate amount of air. My guess is one or more of the
sensors is malfunctioning. I have not taken the vehicle in to get this repaired yet". The USB and
the power plug. I discovered this when my portable tire inflator wouldn't work anymore". I had
to replace them". Dealer also advises not a critical concern at this time". Dealership is replacing
sensors". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I called with the problem with miles car but got it
into the shop with miles on it". This was not caused by lack of brake maintenance in that a
brake service was done 12 months prior to this problem occuring. Rotors and pads were
replaced as well. Regreasing fixes the issue". Had it towed to dealer and they replaced the hose.
The inside roofing is starting to weather and warp. The seals on doors and rear trunk door are
leaking when in car wash or heavy rain. No one has an explanation. USB etc doesn't work but I
doubt it is related to the Alternator failure. List didn't seem to offer feedback on alternator
problem. All passengers comment on the noise; Kia doesn't agree there is noise affecting my
hearing. Engine 'thuds' when starting - jerking the whole car. Kia doesn't agree. Happens 1 out
of 10 starts for me. I will not buy another Kia". Various squeaks in the dashboard and console.
Exterior trim around the windshield rattles at high speed". As if the clutch is slow to engage.
Did not effect vehicle operation or interrupt trip. Dealer replaced Pump at next scheduled

service. They've tried tightening, glue and pads, but can't seem to resolve it. Not a showstopper,
but annoying". This occurred after a year of owning. Problem cannot necessarily be resolved
unless parts were completely replaced. Worse during cold weather. Dealer attempted to repair
with insulation, but problem continued. Eventually said not warranty issue. Dealer and national
mediocre for customer service. Sqeaking continues daily. Window seals particularly keep out
wind, but allow significant noise". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
This was the 4th such occurance on this vehicle. All were covered under warranty but it gave
me cause for concern plus it was really inconvenient until it was repaired. One got traded in on
the new Sportage". It appears to be a manufacturing defect where there is insufficient clearance
between the door panel and body. I consider this a safety issue and given the dealership's
inadequate remedy, I'm inclined to never buy a Kia again". Watched a YouTube video and fixed
it to open but a part is still missing. Dealer claimed several hundred dollars to fix. Had to enter
from the passenger side and crawl over. Managed to reattach it with two-sided tape. And driver
side window controller broke". Will be repaired next week". Replaced under warranty". You
have to set it manually. Intermittently, it works. Then it doesn't work". Driver side air warmer
than passenger air. Still unresolved. Was not cooling on a regular basis. Sometimes good, other
times not so cool. AAA replaced the whole AC system which did not seem to help. We
suggested to replace blend door actuator under the dash. This seemed to be the problem and
not the total AC system. Getting checked out in two weeks but sounds like a thermostat
problem to me". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock
or ping, oil leaks. But should have included as well". Took engine apart and kept finding more
problems after increasing repair bill three times, said vehicle needed new engine. Horrible
service. Needed a tow". Oil leaked everywhere". Not covered under the extended drive train
warranty". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Had to be replaced". All 4. Kia replaced - no charge". However, may have been
caused by HS students washing with pressure washer although they say no". Was fixed. Now
have to pay annually to have it checked". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Twice covered under warranty. Sometimes it is hard to put it in to drive and
sometimes it's hard to get it out". They always check the transmission but say nothing is wrong.
Now that my vehicle is over the , warranty it has gotten worse! Buyer beware! Often the RPM
needle goes to zero and you have no feedback on the shifting". Many months to investigate.
Brought in Kia specialist and found problem". Had it in for service no less than 3 times for
transmission slipping, the problem was never resolved. It was very annoying although the car
was still ok to drive. Every time the gears shifted, the car would jerk as if we suddenly slammed
on the brakes for just a split second. We had an extended warranty and were able to get the
transmission rebuilt. Sometimes the transmission slips. Sometimes the rpm go to near zero and
the car slows". A motor that was in there also was ruined and had to be replaced. Not under
warrenty! The warranty shouls have covered the engine for , miles I thought. I was never told
that the gas I used would cause these things to happen. The complete ignition went out also
and had to be replaced along with the battery. It had push to start system. Covered by". Makes
merging into traffic scary". We have fixed something on this car every year we have it just so it
can past inspection. It is always a sensor". Car ran rough and dealership couldn't find problem.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. KIA replaced the engine. I received partial cost coverage for a rental car". Dealer
checked it out, made some calls and KIA told them to replace the short block. All work
completed under warranty". Had to replace the engine. First day home battery went dead. They
kept the SUV too many days. When it came back all the gagues went crazy. They had to two
again from my home to their dealership. Car was damaged at dealership but I had to pay for
repair! I went without SUV for weeks! There was something with the timing belt and manifold
that had to be fixed. Dealer found no grease had been put in axel when built. Also engine lite
keeps coming on". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Wouldn't start because it wouldn't recognize that it was in park. Was bad but my dealer
"couldn't find anything wrong" I had to go to California and they immediately replaced it and it
was still covered under warranty. Would buy a Kia again, from a different dealer, I just had a bad
transmission". As if the clutch slipped and the transmission banged from one gear to another.
Happens in up shifting as well as down. No smoke. Light changes, I pressed the gas, and it was
as if in neutral. Had to push it off the road and get a tow to Kia. It was fixed under warranty, and
they provided a loaner. Nobody could explain whey it suddenly went out, but some parts inside
apparently came loose and shot through the housing, dropping out all my transmission fluid.
The car would jerk as if I had just slammed on the brakes for a split second. Although I could

still drive it, the problem was very annoying. Using an extended warranty, I had the
transmission completely rebuilt. That was 2 years ago and the problem has not reoccurred.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. But the dealership fix it. It was curly Kia and Bristol
Connecticut. Kudos to them". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The
dealership spent six hours changing the manifold. The parts and mechanic's fees were
expensive". Coincidentally we also received a recall notice at about the same same time. The
issue was fixed under the recall. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Kia Sorento Change
Vehicle. It's one of the few to offer a third-row seat in this class. The Sorento's V6 delivers
smooth and quick performance with decent fuel economy. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Alignment "Alignment was thrown off by bad front struts and bad ball joints which caused
uneven wear pattern on tires resulting in steering wheel vibration" Anonymous, RI Kia Sorento
SX 3. This was pretty expensive" Lewis R. Kia had paid for only one under warranty and I had to
subsequently replace the second strut shortly after the warranty ran out even though it had
been 'sweating ' prior" Anonymous, AB Kia Sorento LX 3. The dealer worked with me to replace
the left one at cost of part" Michael M. So it sort still works but needs to be replaced," Heather
G. Also the back seats lock and it's been fix by the dealer but I sti" Jonathan G. It is now very
difficult to view the image at any time of the day or night" Alan G. Had to be replaced by dealer"
Chris B. It works properly some of the time but most of the time it doesn't" Mike D. We have
replaced the entire headlight once already since and now we have to replace it again"
Anonymous, NC Kia Sorento LX 3. They were not as good as the original bulbs" Lewis R.
Headlights are not readily accessible requiring service" Richard B. All lights were working but
the left turn signal was blinking fast, it turned out to be the socket in the headlight" Anonymous,
PA Kia Sorento LX 2. The key fobs were supposed to be replaced but at the last second, Kia
denied their replacement and wanted to charge us full price for a warranty item" Wayne C. The
manual key lock on this vehicle is absolutely useless and cannot be used at any tim" Wayne C. I
have not taken the vehicle in to get this repaired yet" Robert S. Dealership is replacing sensors"
Richard B. I called with the problem with miles car but got it into the shop with miles on it" Paul
R. Regreasing fixes the issue" Christopher C. Exterior trim around the windshield rattles at high
speed" Joe B. Not a showstopper, but annoying" Scott L. Window seals particularly keep out
wind, but allow significant noise" Joe B. Doors or sliding doors "Drivers side rear door latch
broke. I consider this a safety issue and given the dealership's inadequate remedy, I'm inclined
to never buy a Kia again" Brian M. Then it doesn't work" Karen Z. Accessory belts or pulleys
"Idler pulley bearing failed around 70K miles. Needed a tow" Christopher C. Not covered under
the extended drive train warranty" Tom V. Had to be replaced" Chris B. Gear selector or linkage
"vehicle would not shift into park from drive" Gregory L. Emission control devices includes
EGR "The exhaust manifold failed causing a dashboard engine indicator warning. Covered by"
M Z. I received partial cost coverage for a rental car" Steve A. CV joint "Cv joint leaking grease.
Also engine lite keeps coming on" SUSn D. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Started
stalling, slipping into "neutral" then catching. Exhaust manifold "Sensors were defective, the
complete manifold had to be replaced. The parts and mechanic's fees were expensive" Richard
S. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Without requiring the brake to be
pressed, the vehicle may be unintentionally shifted out of Park, allowing it to roll, which may
result in a crash. Read Recall Details. Kia Motors America Kia is recalling certain model year Kia
Sorento vehicles manufactured October 19, , to January 31, In the affected vehicles, if excessive
force is applied to the gear shift lever, the brake-shift interlock mechanism may chip or crack
allowing the transmission being able to be shifted out of "Park" without the brakes being

depressed. What should you do:. Kia will notify owners, and dealers will replace the brake-shift
interlock mechanism, free of charge. The recall began on November 9, Owners may contact Kia
customer service at Kia's number for this recall is SC Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Failure to illuminate the stop lamps during braking or inability to disengage the
cruise control could increase the risk of a crash. Additionally, when the ignition is in the 'ON'
position, the transmission shifter may be able to be moved out of PARK without first applying
the brake. This may lead to unintentional movement of the car which may increase the risk of a
crash. Kia Motors Corporation Kia is recalling certain model year Rondo, model year Sedona,
Sorento and Sportage, model year Soul, model year Optima, model year Forte, model year
Amanti, and model year Borrego vehicles. Originally, in April , Kia recalled , model year Rondo
and Sportage, model year Sorento, model year Sedona, model year Soul, and model year
Optima vehicles. In September , Kia informed the agency that it was adding an additional ,
vehicles to this campaign. The total number of vehicles being recalled is now , In the affected
vehicles, the stop lamp switch may malfunction. A malfunctioning stop lamp switch may cause
the brake lights to not illuminate when the brake pedal is depressed or may cause an inability to
deactivate the cruise control by depressing the brake pedal. Additionally, a malfunctioning stop
lamp switch may also result in intermittent operation of the push-button start feature, affect the
operation of the brake-transmission shift interlock feature preventing the shifter from being
moved out of the PARK position and cause the Electronic Stability Control ESC malfunction
light to illuminate. Kia will send an interim notification to owners in May When parts are
available, owners will receive a second notification and dealers will replace the stop lamp
switch, free of charge. Owners may contact Kia at Kia's recall campaign number is SC Show
More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The color
code can be located in the driver side door jamb. Click here for a Kia paint code location chart
and paint code images examples. The paint color matched perfectly. I did it myself using the
directions and it came out great. And now I have left over in case I have a little scratch thank
you great service. I could not be more pleased! The base coat color match was perfect. The
scratches and blemishes were large,but the base coat coverage and fill was excellent. I proudly
show off my handy work to to friends who can't believe the results. Paint was an exact match. I
was very surprised how the color matched up so perfectly. I only had a small area to touch up,
so thank you for saving me from having to spend a lot of unnecessary money. Enter your year,
make, and model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for
your Kia All Models. Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the
wrong vehicle model? Did you choose the wrong model? Or, just go to our page dedicated to
Kia Touch Up Paint. Share your touch up story Imperial Blue Metallic. Clear White. Black Pearl.
Navy Blue Pearl. Continental Silver Metallic. Indigo Blue Metallic. Silver Metallic. Bright Silver
Metallic. Soft Gold Metallic. Byte Blue Metallic. Piston Gray Pearl. Stone Sepia Metallic. Gold
Bronze Metallic. Clear Silver Metallic. Deep Ocean Blue Metallic. Crimson Red Pearl. Armor Blue
Metallic. Solid White. Olive Gray Metallic. Pewter Beige Metallic. Steel Gray Metallic. Midnight
Black Mica. Midnight Black Metallic. Stone Black Mica. Black Cherry Metallic. Machine Silver
Metallic. Dark Gray Metallic. A1, A1W. A3, AA3. Sirius Silver Metallic. A4, AA4. Phoenix Gray
Metallic. Dakar Yellow II Metallic. Kiwi Green Metallic. Infra Red II Metallic. Clyde Blue. Alice
Blue. Platinum Graphite Metallic. Aspen White. Honey Bee Metallic. Prussian Blue Metallic.
Twilight Blue Metallic. Signal Red Metallic. BF1, WGM. Sapphire Blue Metallic. Formal Deep Blue
Pearl. Bright Red. Russian Blue Metallic. Caffe Mocha Metallic. Crystal White. D0, DO. Bronze
Metallic. Desert Beige Metallic. Techno Orange Metallic. Electronic Yellow Metallic. Bronze
Beige Metallic. D5, D5U. Sand Track Metallic. Chestnut Pearl. Pale Violet. Racing Red. Dark Gun
Metallic Metallic. Mineral Silver Metallic. Ebony Black. Emerald Green Metallic. Lapis Blue
Metallic. Caramel Yellow Pearl. Cocoa Brown Metallic. Elegant Beige Metallic. Electronic Blue
Pearl. Silverstone Beige Pearl. Champagne Green Metallic. Dark Emerald Green Metallic. Solid
Green. Java Metallic. Glowing Red Mica. Caramel Gold Metallic. Alien Metallic. IA, LA. Vivid
Yellow. Fresh Yellow. Titanium Silver Metallic. IR, IRR. Dark Cherry Metallic. IY, IYR. Spicy Red
Metallic. Pink Coral Metallic. Space Blue Metallic. Cashmere Beige Metallic. Sunset Gold
Metallic. Shine Red. Jazz Orange Pearl. Velvet Blue Metallic. Smart Blue Metallic. Ocean Blue
Metallic. Blue Diamond Metallic. Lemon Grass Metallic. Lime Twist. Graphite Frost Metallic.
Milky Beige Metallic. Marine Blue. Sand Beige Metallic. Light Green. Phantom Black Pearl.
Cashmere Brown Mica. Sunset Orange Metallic. Tropical Red Metallic. Copperhead Metallic.
Scarlet Red. White Crystal. Performance Red. Papyrus White. Inky Blue Pearl. Raspberry
Metallic. Champagne Silver Metallic. Sleek Silver Metallic. Starlet Silver Metallic. Soldier Green
Metallic. Guinea Blue Mica. Carbon Gray Metallic. Satin Metal Metallic. Snow White Pearl. Signal

Yellow. Garnet Red Pearl. Chrome Yellow. Stone Beige Metallic. Medium Gray Metallic. Classic
Red. Weight Silver Metallic. Gold Sand Metallic. Mocha Brown Metallic. Casa White. Pewter Gray
Metallic. Pacific Blue Pearl. Blue Jean Pearl. Khaki Pearl. Cocktail Orange Metallic. Bright
Yellow. Champagne Metallic. Light Beige Metallic. Galaxy Black Mica. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. For , an all-new 5-door hatchback, called the Forte 5-Door, joins the lineup,
which last year consisted of a 4-door Forte sedan and 2-door Forte Koup. Also, an all-new
6-speed automatic transmission replaces the 4- and 5-speed automatics previously
offered--improving fuel economy slightly--and a new 6-speed manual replaces the 5-speed.
Otherwise, the Kia Forte lineup returns for with few changes, although steering-wheel
paddle-shifters are now offered on all Forte SX models. Close this Model value: According to
Kia, the Forte sedan has one of the roomiest interiors in its class--as well as one of the
best-equipped cabins. Kia also claims to have one of the most advanced sound systems
available which includes speed-dependent volume compensation to automatically increase the
volume at higher speeds and Power Bass. The Forte is also covered by one of the most
extensive warranties in the Read more According to Kia, the Forte sedan has one of the
roomiest interiors in its class--as well as one of the best-equipped cabins. The Forte is also
covered by one of the most extensive warranties in the business, which includes ten years or ,
miles on powertrain components, five years or 60, miles limited warranty on the entire vehicle
and five years or 60, miles of roadside assistance. Forte sedans are the only body style to be
offered in all three body styles, while Forte Koup and Forte 5-door models can be had only in EX
or SX trim. All Forte models are powered by either a horsepower, 2. Both engines have
continuously variable valve timing to aid in responsiveness and fuel economy. Both engines
can now be paired with either a 6-speed manual or a 6-speed automatic transmission. LX
models come with the manual standard and automatic available, while all EX models come with
the automatic transmission. Sporty SX models can be had with either transmission. Fuel
Economy is good in the Forte regardless of which model, but Fortes optioned with the Fuel
Economy Package get low-rolling-resistance silica tires along with aerodynamic enhancements
to yield EPA ratings of 27 mpg city, 37 highway. With the back seats up in position, there's a
respectable With more noise insulation than is typical in this class, the Forte feels quiet and
refined inside at anything but full throttle. Leather upholstery and heated seats are available on
the SX, also helping to bring an upscale feel. Kia has paid extra attention to the Forte's ride and
handling, combining a very stiff body with a conventional but well-tuned small-car setup, with
MacPherson struts in front and a torsion bar in back; most Forte models come with an
engine-speed-sensitive hydraulic power-steering system, but EX models with the Fuel Economy
Package come with electric power steering. SX models, in addition to the more powerful engine,
get a 'performance-tuned' suspension along with upgraded brakes. All Forte models include a
4-speaker sound system with Sirius Satellite Radio capability and a 3-month subscription. Other
standard features include Bluetooth connectivity with steering-wheel controls, and a USB
connector. Kia doesn't at all skimp on safety features in the Forte either; front seat-mounted

side airbags, full-length side-curtain bags, active front headrests, electronic stability control and
4-wheel anti-lock disc brakes are all standard. Close this There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This
Vehicle Model strengths: Fuel economy; standard Bluetooth connectivity; safety features;
extensive warranty. Otherwise, the Kia Forte lineup returns for with few Read more. Close this.
According to Kia, the Forte sedan has one of the roomiest interiors in its class--as well as one
of the best-equipped cabins. There's a problem loading this m
kenwood dnn770hd wiring diagram
96 camry belt diagram
2001 honda van
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

